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Someone at Infowars apparently still has trouble recognizing moulage after all these years, eh?

That has to be the worst fake blood I have ever seen.  It looks more like strawberry jam.  It isn't even
close.  Blood doesn't run like that.  You have had a bloody nose, so surely you know this.  Does that
look real to you?  

I knew this story was fake in a split second, and that is how.  And how creepy looking is that woman?



Apparently Andy Ngo needs a lesson in moulage as well.  Still don't think she is creepy?

Hard to say who is creepier there.  It literally makes your skin crawl, doesn't it?  It makes you revisit
David Icke's lizard people theory.  Just kidding, but not much.  These people aren't lizards or aliens, as
far as I know, but whatever they have turned themselves into, it is just as bad.  Or worse.   

I say that because we now know they have no problem making up these stories and trying to sell them
to us as real.  They have been doing it for centuries, but now they are starting to get caught at it.  Like
the Jussie Smollett story, this one may crash and burn very fast.  Since the blood is fake, we know the
whole story is false, and there was no beating or carjacking. 

So why make it up?  Because it is all part of the fake Defund the Police narrative that started several
years ago.  As I have told you, it was always meant to reverse, since the goal was to fund the police
MORE.  Neither the Dems nor the Reps ever wanted to defund the police.  Both parties want more
military, more police, and more control, so this isn't hard to figure out.  But they cleverly manufactured
this four-year project to get you to beg for more police and more funding.  First, pretend to lower
funding.  Second, manufacture a huge amount of chaos with thousands of incidents like this, and worse.
Muggings, beatings, murders, rapes, arsons, the works.  Create a huge outcry for more police.  Then,
finally, expand the police departments by raising your taxes again, arming the police with tanks,
machine guns, water cannons, sound cannons, lasers, riot gear, drones, and everything else available.  

So this flipping of this democratic party head from defund-the-police to fund-the-police signals we are
entering the final stage of the operation.  Whoever steals the next election, democrat or republican, will
then vastly expand policing, backing them up with National Guard, and when you eventually figure this
out and complain, they will just say, “YOU ASKED FOR IT”.    




